
EYFS long-term overview

At Madley Brook we follow the Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). We meet the requirements of the educational programme in

relation to the seven areas of learning and development and the characteristics of effective learning. Below is our long-term overview which is based on the four

overarching EYFS principles of: A Unique Child, Positive Relationships, Enabling Environments, and Learning and Development.

Below we have outlined key points, and we will also be led by our observations and assessments of the children. We continuously adapt our teaching and learning

to meet the children’s interests, needs and next steps.

Autumn Spring Summer

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6

All About Me! Let’s Celebrate! Out and About! Spring into Life! Amazing Animals! Let’s Get

Growing!
Links with home Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Weekly home learning tasks

for Reception.

Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Weekly home learning tasks

for Reception.

Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Weekly home learning tasks

for Reception.

Mind map of the term home

to parents.

Tapestry app for

home/school links – to share

learning, photos and

messages.

Go Read app for parents to

share reading at home.

Focus children weeks and

parent meetings.

Nursery – weekly sharing

books sent home.

Reception – sharing books,

phonic sound sheets and

reading books to be sent

home weekly (where

appropriate).

Weekly home learning tasks

for Reception.

Key events and
experiences

Autumn – stories, walk

in school and local

area.

All About Me – our

families, bodies,

keeping healthy.

Harvest – stories, make

veg soup, fruit/veg

art/printing.

Traditional tales and

nursey rhymes.

Roald Dahl Day.

Autumn/

Christmas/winter.

Diwali.

Bonfire Night.

World Space Day.

Remembrance Day.

Children in Need.

Christmas jumper day.

Winter/spring.

Wheels day.

Out and About – walk

around Madley Park,

look at signs, buildings

and road safety.

Chinese New Year.

Valentine’s Day.

St David’s Day.

World Book Day.

Spring.

Spring stories, spring

walk.

Pancake day/Shrove

Tuesday.

Mothering Sunday.

Eggs and chicks.

Rabbits and baby

animals.

Easter.

Summer.

Wheels day.

Crocodiles of the World

trip.

Dinosaurs.

The Hungry Caterpillar

and butterfly project.

Planting activities.

Eid al-Filtr.

World Bee Day.

Summer.

Jack and the

Beanstalk.

Planting activities.

Father’s Day.

Sun safety.

Seaside/beach day.

Sports Week/Day.

Water fun athletics.



Reading is magic

festival – wb: 27
th

September.

World Space Week.

The Nativity,

Christmas stories and

poems.

Pantomime trip.

Advent, Christmas,

perform a Christmas

show.

St George’s Day. Teddy bear’s picnic.

International mud day.

PSE:
Managing self
Self-regulation
Making relationships

Me and my relationships Valuing difference Keeping myself safe Rights and responsibilities Being my best Growing and changing

Nursery Marvellous me.

Self belief, Equality,

Respect

I’m special.

Self belief, Equality,

Respect 

Me and my friends.

Equality, Respect

Friends and family.

Equality, Respect

Including everyone.

Caring, Respect

People who keep me safe.

Responsibility, Honesty

Safety indoors and

outdoors.

Responsibility 

What’s safe to go in my

body?

Responsibility 

Looking after myself.

Responsibility

Looking after others.

Caring

Looking after my

environment.

Responsibility, Caring 

What does my body need?

Responsibility, Caring

I can keep trying.

Positivity and Perseverance,

Self belief, Aspiration

I can do it.

Positivity and Perseverance,

Self belief, Aspiration

Positivity and Perseverance,

Self belief, Aspiration

Growing and changing in

nature.

When I was a baby.

Aspiration, Responsibility

Respect

Honesty 

Reception All about me.

Equality, Respect, Self

Belief 

My special people.

Equality, Respect, Honesty,

Responsibility

My feelings.

Responsibility, Honesty

Who can help me?

Equality, Respect, Honesty,

Responsibility

Same and different.

Equality, Respect, Caring

Same and different homes.

Respect, Caring 

Kind and caring.

Respect, Caring 

I’m special you’re special.

Equality, Respect, Caring

Same and different

families.

Equality, Respect, Caring

Keeping myself safe.

Responsibility, Caring

Safe indoors and outdoors.

Responsibility, Caring

Listening to my feelings.

Responsibility, Caring

People who keep me safe.

Responsibility, Caring

Keeping safe online.

Responsibility, Caring,

Honesty

Being helpful at home and

caring for our classroom.

Responsibility, Respect,

Caring

Looking after my friends.

Aspiration, Caring, Respect,

Equality 

Looking after money.

Aspiration, Caring, Equality

Looking after my special

people.

Aspiration, Caring, Equality

Yes, I can.

Positivity and Perseverance,

Self belief, Aspiration

Healthy eating.

Positivity and Perseverance,

Responsibility, Caring

Move your body.

Positivity and Perseverance,

Responsibility, Caring

Caring

Getting bigger.

Caring

Life stages: human life –

who will I be?

Caring, Aspiration

Honesty

Communication and
Language

Speaking and listening

games.

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Following instructions and

listening to others.

Extending vocabulary.

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Speaking and listening

games.

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Asking questions.

Following instructions.

Extending vocabulary.

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Poetry basket

Singing familiar songs

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Asking questions.

Following instructions.

Extending vocabulary.

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Poetry basket

Singing familiar songs

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Asking questions.

Following instructions.

Extending vocabulary.

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Speaking and singing to an

audience

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Asking deeper questions

using I wonder,what, why

etc.

Extending vocabulary.

Speaking and singing to an

audience.

Focus children (sharing

photos and show and tell).

Joining in with stories and

refrains.

Focusing and maintaining

attention.

Asking deeper question

using I wonder,what, why

etc.s.

Extending vocabulary.



Learning about prepositional

language

Learning about prepositional

language

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Using prepositional language

Expressing themselves

effectively.

Using prepositional language

Physical Development Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

Gross and fine motor

activities; inside and

outside.

PE sessions in the hall.

Small apparatus.

Ball skills.

Sensory play.

Dough disco and finger gym

activities.

Self-help skills – toileting,

hand washing, dressing.

Healthy eating, healthy

smiles, self-care.

Handle tools and equipment

effectively and safely –

including scissors and

pencils for writing.

PE schemes –
Complete PE and Real
PE (Reception)

Complete PE – Locomotion.

Real PE Unit 1.

The Birthday Bike Surprise.

Pirate Pranks.

Complete PE – Dance.

Real PE Unit 2.

Journey to the Blue Planet.

Monkey Business.

Complete PE – Gymnastics.

Real PE Unit 3.

Tilly the Train’s Big Day.

Thembi Walks the

Tightrope.

Complete PE – Ball Skills.

Real PE Unit 4.

Clowning Around.

Wendy’s Water-ski

Challenge.

Complete PE – Health and

Wellbeing.

Real PE Unit 5.

John and Jasmine Learn to

Juggle.

Ringo to the Rescue.

Complete PE – Sports

Day/Athletics.

Real PE Unit 6.

Sammy Squirrel and his

Rolling Nuts.

Casper the Very Clever Cat.

PE Schemes -
Nursery Foundation
skills developing gross
motor control to
support fine motor
development

Complete Foundation skills 1 Recap on foundation skills 1

and introduce 2

Recap on foundation skills 1

and introduce 2

Revisit foundation skills 1

and 2 and start to look at 3

Revisit foundation skills 1

and 2 and start to look at 3

Ensure consolidation of

foundation skills

Literacy –
Reading

The Little Red Hen

The Enormous Turnip

Pumpkin Soup

Owl Babies

Farmer Duck

We are all welcome

Coming to England

Hair Love

My Daddies

The Enormous Crocodile

Leaf Man

My Body (NF)

Pumpkins (NF)

Harvest (NF)

Autumn (NF)

Nursery rhymes

Poetry basket ongoing all

year

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.

Rama and Sita

Guy Fawkes

Winnie the Witch

Funnybones

Room on the broom

Stick Man

Lest we Forget

Poppy day

The Gruffalo

The Gruffalo’s Child

Look up

The Jolly Postman

The Nativity

Diwali (NF)

Remembrance Day (NF)

Christmas around the world

(NF)

Nursery rhymes

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.

Alan’s big, scary teeth

The smartest giant in town

The snail and the whale

Mr Gumpy’s Outing

The Train Ride

What we’ll build

Dentist, doctor, police,

firefighter (NF)

The Magic Paintbrush

Shu Lin’s Grandpa

Chinese New Year (NF)

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.

Mr Wolf’s Pancakes

My Mum

Peter Rabbit

Saint George and the

dragon

The Easter Story

Dora’s Chicks

Little Lumpty

We’re going on an egg hunt

Think Big!

The Odd Egg

Sulwe

Spring (NF)

Baby Animals (NF)

The Farm (NF)

Easter (NF)

Castles (NF)

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.

The very hungry caterpillar

The bad-tempered ladybird

Handa’s surprise

Walking through the jungle

Giraffes can't dance

The tiger who came to tea

Dear Zoo

Tinga Tanga tales

Hats Of Faith

Amanda Gorman

Caterpillar to butterfly

(NF)

Insects and minibeasts (NF)

Crocodile (NF)

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.

The tiny seed

Ten seeds

Oliver’s Vegetables

One plastic bag

Clean up

Jasper’s Beanstalk

The lighthouse keeper’s

lunch

Tiddler

Ready Steady Mo!

Jabari Jumps

You Matter

Summer (NF)

Gardening and growing (NF)

Sports (NF)

Seaside past and present

(NF)

Under the sea (NF)

Nursery – early sounds and

phonics.

Reception – Read Write Inc

phonic scheme.



Author:

Roald Dahl - The Enormous

Crocodile, My Mum, My Dad.

Nursery focus text: Owl

Babies.

Reception -  The Little

Red Hen focus text,

link with Pumpkin Soup

and non-fiction

Harvest.

Author:

Julia Donaldson - Stick

Man, The Gruffalo, The

Gruffalo’s Child.

Nursery focus text: Can’t

you sleep little bear.

Reception - Stick Man focus

text, link with non-fiction

Seasons.

Author:

Julia Donaldson - The

Smartest Giant in Town,

The Snail and the Whale.

Nursery focus text: Red

Riding Hood.

Reception - revisit Little

Red Riding Hood for focus

text, then link with The

Last Wolf and non-fiction

book Wolves.

Author:

I don’t like books never,

ever the end for

World Book Day and sharing

our favourite authors.

Nursery focus text: Sir

Charlie Stinky Socks and

the big adventure.

Reception - Dora’s Eggs and

Dora’s Chicks focus texts,

link with non-fiction Chicks.

Author:

Eric Carle - The Very

Hungry Caterpillar, The

bad-Tempered Ladybird.

Nursery focus text: We’re

going on a bear hunt.

Reception - The Very

Hungry Caterpillar

focus text, link with

Arabella Miller’s Tiny

Caterpillar and

non-fiction Mini-beasts.

Author:

Eric Carle - The Very Busy

Spider, The Tiny Seed.

Nursery focus text: Jack

and the Beanstalk.

Reception - revisit Jack and

the beanstalk for focus

text, then link with Jasper’s

Beanstalk and non-fiction

book Seed to Plant.

Writing opportunities Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

Gross and fine motor

continued all year.

Name writing.

Names of family members.

Letter formation.

Writing in continuous

provision, such as shopping

lists.

CVC words and simple

sentences.

Lists.

Cards and messages.

Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

CVC words and sentences.

Tricky words.

Lists.

Cards and messages.

Newswriting.

Labelling pictures.

Instructions.

Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

CVC words and sentences.

Tricky words.

Lists.

Short paragraphs.

Cards and messages.

Newswriting.

Recount.

Letters.

Invitations.

Instructions.

Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

Gross and fine motor

continued all year.

Name writing.

Names of family members.

Letter formation.

Writing in continuous

provision, such as shopping

lists.

CVC words and simple

sentences.

Lists.

Cards and messages.

Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

CVC words and sentences.

Tricky words.

Lists.

Cards and messages.

Newswriting.

Labelling pictures.

Instructions.

Nursery:

Gross motor skills.

Fine motor skills.

Mark making.

Name writing.

Letter formation.

Opportunities for writing.

Reception:

CVC words and sentences.

Tricky words.

Lists.

Short paragraphs.

Cards and messages.

Newswriting.

Recount.

Letters.

Invitations.

Instructions.

Maths
Nursery

Children identify

representations of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5.  They subitise or

count to find out how many

and make their own

collections of 1, 2 or 3, 4

and 5 objects.

They match the number

names to quantities and

numerals.

They touch count in

different arrangements and

recognise the final number

is the quantity of the set.

Children identify

representations of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5.  They subitise or

count to find out how many

and make their own

collections of 1, 2 or 3, 4

and 5 objects.

They match the number

names to quantities and

numerals.

They touch count in

different arrangements and

recognise the final number

is the quantity of the set.

 Number songs

Colours

Match 
Sort 
Compare amounts

Compare size, mass,

capacity

Simple patterns

 Number songs

Colours

Match 
Sort 
Compare amounts

Compare size, mass,

capacity

Simple patterns

Weight

Length and Height

My Day

1 more 1 less

Shapes

My Day

Capacity

Positional language

Recap on knowledge of

numbers 1-5

Maths
Reception

White Rose Maths:

Weeks 1-3 – assessment.

Numbers 1, 2, 3.

White Rose Maths:

Numbers 4, 5.

To 5 – composition, number

bonds, comparing quantities,

White Rose Maths:

Numbers 0, 6, 7, 8, 9.

To 5 – recap.

White Rose Maths:

Number 10.

Combining two groups to

find the whole.

White Rose Maths:

Numbers 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16.

Addition and take away.

White Rose Maths:

Numbers 17, 18, 19, 20.

Addition and take away.



Clocks, repeating patterns,

triangles, coins.

Routines of day, seasons.

1 more/1 less, intro taking

away.

Clocks, repeating patterns,

sorting, quadrilaterals,

pentagons, coins.

Routines of day, seasons,

times of day.

Intro 3D shapes.

Numbers to 10 (counting &

comparing groups).

Addition to 10 (combining 2

groups, number bonds using

10-frame and part-whole

model).

Consolidate recognition of

2D shapes with up to 5

sides (circle, semicircle,

triangle, square, rectangle,

pentagon).

Then hexagons, heptagons,

octagons, nonagons.

Clocks, o’clock (up to 5 at

first), pattern, 3D shapes,

consolidate sorting, weight

(balance scales), capacity,

length and measure, coins.

Number bonds to 10 – ten

frame.

Number bonds to 10 – part

whole model.

Comparing groups to 10.

Clocks, o’clock (to 10), time

– related to things in the

day, and yesterday,

tomorrow, before, after.

2D shapes, decagons, coins.

Doubling, halving and

sharing.

Odds and evens.

Exploring Pattern (making

simple patterns, exploring

more complex patterns).

Measure (length, height and

distance, weight, capacity).

Clocks, o’clock to 12, coins.

Revisit 2D and 3D shape.

Doubling, halving and

sharing.

Odds and evens.

Exploring Pattern (making

simple patterns, exploring

more complex patterns).

Measure (length, height and

distance, weight, capacity).

Revisit clocks and coins.

Revisit 2D and 3D shape.

Understanding the
World

Science

Visits from school staff –

including cook and

caretaker.

Finding out about our bodies

and keeping healthy,

including healthy smiles.

Autumn – seasons – clothes.

Recycling and materials.

World Space Week.

Cooking – ongoing.

Festivals in different

cultures.

Remembrance Day.

Looking at decay (leaves,

pumpkin).

Light sources.

Autumn walk.

Find out about people who

help us.

Find out about dentists and

oral health.

Stranger danger.

Ice – explore melting.

Winter/spring – seasons –

clothes.

Materials for building.

Eggs and chicks.

Life cycles.

Spring – walk.

Chocolate – changing states.

Planting activities.

Caterpillars/butterfly

project.

Mini-beast hunt.

Life cycles.

Habitats.

Day/night animals.

Summer – seasons – clothes.

Sports Day/Week – keeping

healthy.

Planting activities.

Life cycles.

Summer walk.

Look at human impact.

Rocks and fossils.

Holidays, what we need,

clothes, passport,

transport, etc.

ICT Bee bots and Codeapillar.

Interactive games on Smart

board (ongoing).

Taking and sharing of

photos (ongoing).

Internet for research

(ongoing).

Use of Google Earth

(ongoing).

Bee bots and Codeapillar.

ICT pictures – use of

drawing programmes.

Bee bots and Codeapillar.

Internet safety.

Bee bots and Codeapillar.

What is ICT used for at

school?

Bee bots and Codeapillar.

What is ICT used for at

home?

Bee bots and Codeapillar.

Begin to login using QR

codes and to type names on

the keyboard.

Geography Look at where we live –

Witney.

Aerial photos of our school.

Aerial photos of our world

and outer space.

French.

Look at world maps. Link

with Santa’s route around

the world.

French.

People who help us in

Witney.

Look at maps of Witney.

Link with Footsteps and

road safety.

Where do we live in the

world?

French.

Spring walk using a map.

Look at England flag.

World maps and flags of

different countries.

French.

Hot/cold climates and what

animals live in these places.

Hot/cold climates and what

plants need to grow.

Find out about David

Attenborough.

French.

Hot/cold climates and what

plants need to grow.

Holidays in different places

in the world.

Pirates and maps.

French.



History History of Witney.

Homes from today/the

past.

Family and baby photos –

discuss needs, clothes, toys,

etc (ongoing).

Space travel – Neil

Armstrong, Helen Sharman.

Stephen Hawking – black

holes.

Remembrance Day. (And

things that are special that

we remember).

How Christmas was

celebrated in the past.

Guy Fawkes.

History of Witney.

Valentine’s Day.

People who help us and

transport – compare with

the past, such as old fire

engines.

Life cycles.

St George’s Day.

Queen and royal family.

Castles, knights, etc.

Saint George.

Life cycles.

Human/animal growth

timeline.

Life cycles.

Seaside holidays in the

past.

Pirates.

Fossils – Mary Anning.

RE Finding out about each

other and our

families/cultures.

Bible stories (ongoing).

Festivals we celebrate and

festivals in other cultures.

Diwali.

Advent, Christmas.

Chinese New Year. Shrove Tuesday.

Mothering Sunday.

Easter.

Festival of Eid. Family celebrations –

weddings, baptisms, and so

on.

Expressive Arts and
Design

Music

Pictures of ourselves/our

families.

Fruit/veg printing and face

art.

Artist – Arcimboldo.

Autumn and harvest songs.

Charanga music scheme

(ongoing).

Me!

Christmas cards.

Poppy paintings – printing.

Firework paintings.

Diwali – diva lamps.

Artist – Pollock.

Christmas songs and dances.

Charanga – My Stories.

Indian music and dancing.

Pictures of ourselves/our

families.

Chinese New Year –

symbols, lanterns, dragons.

Mother’s Day cards.

Chinese New Year music and

dragon dancing.

Art focus – Chinese New

Year art.

Artist - Yayoi Kasama

Charanga – Everyone!

Easter cards.

Spring and Easter songs.

Artist – Monet.

Charanga – Our World.

Pictures of ourselves/our

families.

Observational paintings of

animals and plants.

Symmetry paintings of

butterflies.

Mini-beast

models/sculptures.

Animal patterns.

Artist – Eric Carle and Van

Gogh

Charanga – Big Bear Funk.

Observational paintings of

plants.

Father’s Day cards.

Artist – Jan Matson and

Wassily Kandinsky

Charanga – Reflect, Rewind

and Replay.


